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Abstract. Running inference-enabled SPARQL queries may sometimes
require unexpectedly long execution time. Therefore, demand has increased to make them more usable by slightly changing their queries,
which could produce an acceptable level of similar results. In this demonstration, we present our query-approximation system that can transform
an inference-enabled federated SPARQL query into another one that can
produce acceptably similar results without unexpectedly long runtimes to
avoid timeout on executing inference-enabled federated SPARQL queries.
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Introduction

Reasoning on LODs allows queries to obtain unstated knowledge from a distinct
one [1]. Techniques to utilize reasoning capability based on ontology have been
developed to overcome several issues, such as higher complexity in the worst case
[5][7][8][9].
When a query prepared by the client might require a long execution time, a
standard SPARQL endpoint implementation will try to execute the query with
lots of cost to return answers. If the endpoint receives lots of heavy queries,
it might spend much time on their execution or, more severely, it might cause
a server-down. This is especially important for endpoints that have inference
engines to support OWL reasoning capability.
In this paper, we present an idea and its prototype implementation of a
query-approximation system that can transform an inference-enabled federated
SPARQL query into another one that can produce acceptably similar results
without unexpectedly long runtimes to avoid timeout on executing inferenceenabled federated SPARQL queries.1
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Background

In [7], Kang et al. introduced a number of metrics that can be used to predict
reasoning performance and evaluated various classifiers to know how accurately
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they predict classification time for an ontology based on its metric values. According to their evaluation results, they have prepared prediction models with
accuracy of more than 80%, but there are still major diﬃculties in improving
them.
In [5], it was introduced that reasoning tasks on ontologies constructed from
an expressive description logic have a high worst-case complexity. It has been
done by analyzing experimental results that divided each of several ontologies
into four and eight random subsets of equal size and measuring classification
times of these subsets as increments. They reported that some ontologies exhibit non-linear sensitivity on their inference performance. They also argued
that there is no straightforward relationship between the performance of a subset of each isolated ontology and the contribution of each subset to the whole
inference performance on the whole ontology, while they provided an algorithm
that identifies an ontology’s hot spots.
There are two possible approaches to managing long-running queries. One is
to utilize parallel and distributed computing techniques to make those executions
faster [10]. Another possible approach is rewriting a query that requires long execution time to a light-weight one. There are some query rewriting approaches to
improve the quality of queries [2][3][4]. Also, there are some heuristic techniques
to approximate inference-enabled queries by modifying some hotspots in the
query that prevent faster execution [12]. However, since those hotspots are also
dependent on their individual ontologies, such query modification should take
into account both query-structure and characteristics of the ontologies used.

3

Outline and System Architecture

If a query seems not to be a time-consuming one, the endpoint executes the
query. If the query execution is classified as time-consuming, the endpoint may
have an option to reject the execution of the query or transform that query into
an optimized one. To implement such behaviors in an endpoint, some extensions
should be provided to allow a notification to the client that the received query
has been transformed into another one, or the query has been rejected due to a
heavy-load condition.
To realize the idea, we are implementing a preliminary system to classify
whether a query execution is time-consuming or not, rewriting the query to a
more light-weight one, and extending the protocol to notify the rejection of the
query, the applied query-transformation for the query, and so on. We applied a
pattern-based heuristic query rewriting technique that, for example, substitutes
some named classes to subsets of their potential classes that are derived by the
inference. Our prototype system has a unique proxy module called “Front-end
EP” between the client and the endpoint (called “Back-end EP” in this paper).
Figure 1 shows a brief overview of the query execution process mediated by a
Front-end EP. Figure 2 shows the basic procedure of query processing on our
system. Table 1 shows our preliminary evaluation on the heavy-query detection
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on a single endpoint configuration shown in [12]. Here, we used Linklings ontology
from the OAEI dataset in the preliminary experiment.
To prepare datasets to evaluate the performance sensitivity of ontology-level
simplification techniques, we reduced Linklings ontology by cutting several relational descriptions and added 10 instances for each named class. As an experimental environment, we set up a SPARQL endpoint using Joseki (v3.4.4)
in conjunction with a server-side reasoner using Pellet [11] to enable OWL-level
inference capability on the endpoint. In this experiment, we used 100 ms as the
threshold time. The evaluation data set was generated by queries to get the
instances of a named class in the Linklings ontology. Here, we conducted an experiment for all 1,369 queries on N-fold cross validation. We used two classifiers:
Bagged C4.5 and Boosted C4.5, implemented in Weka [6] with default parameters. Further evaluation of the performance on multiple-endpoint configurations
remains as future work.

Fig. 1. Overview of Our System
Table 1. Classification Performance on Our Approach (N-fold Cross Validation)[12]
Classifier Recall Precision F-Measure
Bagged C4.5 0.959 0.977
0.964
Boosted C4.5 0.999 0.999
0.999
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